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The SailTimer Air Link™ lets you connect your wired marine electronics to the modern
world of mobile apps. It also lets you view wind data on any device with wifi and a web
browser. If you have the wireless SailTimer Wind Instrument™, it can transmit to the Air
Link to get the wind data into your wired onboard network.
The Air Link has wifi, Bluetooth and NMEA 0183 wiring connectors. If you give it an
internet connection, it can let you crowd-source your wind data on live wind maps. This is
also a way to check wind conditions on your boat from home or office, if your Air Link is
running and connected to marina wifi. That has never been possible before.

Introduction
The Air Link with the white case is version 3, which started shipping in Aug. 2020. Please refer to the
Easy Set-up page that came in the box for getting started. This model is set up for you in the factory, to
start using immediately. When you go back to the boat and turn on the Air Link, it will automatically
connect to your SailTimer Wind Instrument, to wifi, to marine electronics, and to your web browser.
If you are using the SailTimer Wind Instrument™, it uses Bluetooth to connect to the Air Link. To reduce
power consumption and to ensure that your transmissions are secure, the Wind Instrument only connects
to one device at a time. So you would need to disconnect any iOS or Android devices from the Wind
Instrument before connecting with the Air Link. The Air Link wifi can be received by multiple devices.
For getting started: You’ll want to view the Air Link with a web browser the first time. The web
interface is designed to be self-explanatory, and lead you through the setup.
If you have the wireless SailTimer Wind Instrument but have not mounted it on the masthead yet, and you
see multiple Wind Instruments during the scan, here is a trick... You can turn your Wind Instrument off,
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then do the scan and see the MAC address numbers for the other devices. Then turn yours on again and
you’ll know which is yours to connect to.
Shut-down procedure: Shut Down is one of the choices in the Main Menu (when using a web browser).
This method of shutting down the Air Link is intended to help avoid corruption of the file system,
although there is little risk of damage by simply removing the power. However, we recommend that you
do select Shut Down as a general practice, for two reasons... (1) Using Shut Down in the menu saves your
location. (2) After powering down without using the menu 3 times, you may find that your wifi name and
password are reset to the defaults, since that reset is based on repeatedly disconnecting power (as
explained in the later section on Changing WiFi Name and Password). Maybe you are using the defaults
anyways, so this won’t matter.

Physical Setup
The Air Link requires 12-volt DC wiring. There are 6 wires: 2 for 12-volt power, 2 for NMEA 0183 In
and 2 for NMEA 0183 Out. Ordinary 14-16 gauge stranded wire that would commonly be used for DC
electrical connections is fine. Other than connecting the wiring, there are no controls on the Air Link.
Although it is most common to plug in to 12-volt power, it is also possible to use an AC adapter as in the
photo below. Then you could plug in to a wall plug (AC) and convert to 12-volt DC. 1.3 Amps is
sufficient with a 12-volt AC adapter. An AC adapter with 2 or 3 Amps of output is fine too. Since most
AC adapters are not 12-volt, we offer the plugs shown below on the Accessories page: a lighter plug, a
wall plug with a socket for it, and international adapters.
The Air Link contains an internal polarity protection circuit in case you accidentally reverse power and
ground. Some users connect the Air Link to a switch panel in the boat, so no on-switch is built in. But you
could add a 12-volt on-switch to the power wire if needed, and the lighter plug shown in the photo below
does have a handy off/on switch with a light in it. We also recommend using a fuse for current-limiting
protection. A 1-Amp fuse in the positive line is small compared to typical 12-volt fuses, but that size (or
larger) is good protection should the wiring become shorted.

The Air Link case has a weather-proof wiring gland and a silicone gasket in the seam, making it
waterproof to the IP65 standard. The case is designed not to be opened, to maintain the waterproof seal.
Breaking open the case voids the warranty. For any problems, just contact our Technical Support Team to
get prompt assistance (info@SailTimerinc.com).
Mounting: Based on your mast height and the type of materials in your boat, you can test to see how
exposed the Air Link needs to be, or if it could be mounted in a cupboard and still transmit wifi and
Bluetooth 4/LE. If the signal strength is weak, remove obstructions, reduce the transmission distance, or
try changing the orientation of the Air Link case.
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WiFi Setup
When you power up the Air Link the first time, after 60-90 seconds it will create its own tcpip wifi
network called “SailTimerWind.com” (or “Air Link” on units from the first production run). You can
search for this in the wifi settings on a computer or mobile device. (You may need to shut off any existing
main wifi network temporarily, in order to see the Air Link network.) Once you connect to it, you will be
prompted for the wifi password which is “sailtimer”.
Once you are connected on wifi, you can access the Air Link data and settings with any web browser.
The Air Link can also connect to your main wifi network in the Setup Menu, so you don’t need to switch
between two wifi networks. If you have a main wifi network on board or in your marina, the menus will
guide you through connecting the Air Link to your main wifi network. Then you’ll be able to come to the
boat, turn the Air Link on, and go to the bookmark for it in your web browser. Presto, you can easily see a
wind gauge. You won’t need to reconnect to the Air Link wifi every time; it will automatically connect to
your main wifi, if you have a main network.
If your main wifi network has an internet connection, when the Air Link is turned on you can also crowdsource your wind data on live wind maps at SailTimerMaps.com. There is a setting for Sharing in the
Setup Menu. Rather than connecting directly to the Air Link, you can also view your wind data on the live
wind maps (and possibly wind data from others around you). The more people who share their wind data,
the better the live wind maps are. Then you can adjust your tacking route based on the live wind
conditions around you, or can check live wind conditions from home.
If you connect your Air Link to marina wifi and then drive your boat out of the marina, you’ll need to
restart the Air Link so that your device can re-scan and connect to the Air Link wifi. When you later come
back in to the marina, you can select the marina wifi in Settings, the restart the Air Link and it will
automatically join the main marina wifi network.

Access with Any Web Browser
Once you are on the Air Link wifi network, go to this home page for the Air Link and save a bookmark:
https://airlink.local (or https://miniserver.local before version 2.1 released in May 2018). Put the
bookmark as an icon on your desktop if you want, so you can just click on it in future to go straight to the
Main Menu on the Air Link.
The Air Link uses the more secure https web pages, which are encrypted (the same as a bank web page or
online shopping cart). This is becoming a standard requirement in most browsers when using geolocation,
to keep your location private. However, since the Air Link is not on the internet but using wifi, your
browser will give a caution message about the security certificate or server identity. There is no security
problem, this is just an unusual server arrangement -- so you can just click Continue.
The Air Link uses industry standards for the web pages, so it should work with most browsers on a wide
variety of devices: computers, smartphones and tablets. One exception is that web browsers on Android
are not able to open https://airlink.local. But you can even use an e-reader if it has a web browser. Ereaders are easy to see in direct sunlight, are low-cost, and have very long battery life.
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MAIN MENU
The menu items and on-screen instructions are designed to guide you through the functions.

You can shut down the Air Link from the Main Menu, which saves your location for next time. From the
Main Menu you can also go to the Setup Menu to change settings.
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If you have electrical power onboard at a marina, it is possible to let the Air Link run indefinitely.
However, if you are using the wireless SailTimer Wind Instrument™, care must be taken not to drain the
Wind Instrument battery, which does not have unlimited power. You may be able to leave it running for a
week or two around the clock even if the boat is unattended. But especially in winter or for long periods
of cloudy weather, you may want to carefully monitor battery levels in the Wind Instrument, if operating
it 24 hours a day with the Air Link.
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Wind Gauge - AWD
Apparent Wind Direction (AWD) is one of the selections on the Main Menu, which can be viewed on a
wind gauge or in large numbers.
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Apparent Wind Angle - AWA
Apparent Wind Speed (AWS) and Angle (AWA) is available in a large numerical display. The
negative sign indicates wind is on the port side; positive AWA is on the starboard side.

AWS and AWA can also be viewed on a wind gauge, selected from the Main Menu. Note that if
you are not moving, there is no GPS heading, so no wind angle can be calculated.
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Geolocation in Web Browsers
You don’t actually need an app in order to use the GPS in your smartphone (or in tablets with GPS). Web
browsers are getting pretty good at connecting to the GPS receiver, and can also use other more basic
indicators like your IP address if you have an internet connection. In your mobile device, Location
Services needs to be turned on in order to provide GPS and location data to the browser.
One of the main reasons to turn on Geolocation in the Settings Menu of the Air Link is to use Apparent
Wind Angle (AWA). GPS data is needed from your mobile device for AWA, since the wind angle is
calculated from your boat’s GPS heading.
Geolocation is also needed if you turn on Sharing, to send wind data to the live wind maps at
SailTimerMaps.com. Viewing your boat’s heading (Course Over Ground, COG) from the Main Menu also
requires GPS data. Both the live wind maps and COG use degrees True North, not Magnetic North.
After turning on geolocation, on some pages your browser will ask you if it is okay to use your location:

If you dock the boat with the GPS coming in on NMEA wires or geolocation on in the browser, when you
shut the Air Link off, the last coordinates will continue to be sent to the server until new ones come in
again. So even if you don’t use a browser the next time the Air Link is on, or use a different device, the
Air Link still knows its location. That is handy if your boat has internet access and you want to check
wind conditions from home, because the Air Link will still know where it is.

Rotating Masts
If you are using the wireless SailTimer Wind Instrument, it contains a digital compass for wind direction.
That is excellent news for boats with rotating masts, which have traditionally been difficult to use with
masthead anemometers. Until the SailTimer Wind Instrument, all masthead anemometers were calibrated
with the bow of the boat, and detected wind angle. However, that didn’t work on rotating masts.
The concept of a masthead anemometer with a digital compass right in the wind direction arrow was
apparently not anticipated when the NMEA 0183 standard was established circa the 1990s, because there
is no NMEA 0183 sentence for Apparent Wind Direction; only for True Wind Direction or Apparent Wind
Angle. Therefore, geolocation may also be needed to convert the Apparent Wind Direction from the
SailTimer Wind Instrument into a format for NMEA 0183, if you are using the Air Link with wiring to
your onboard network.
*Note that if you have already GPS data in your onboard network, you don’t need to activate Geolocation
in Web Browsers from the Settings Menu. That would deliver two different sets of data about the same
thing to the Air Link, which may conflict and cause inconsistent results.
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Browser Troubleshooting and Hints
Occasionally you may find that the Air Link does not respond when you click a link. Sometimes after a
minute or so it will correct itself, other times it will not. It is only a small processor and occasionally may
get overwhelmed with data handling. The best solution is to hit the "X" button on the browser when this
happens, wait five or ten seconds and try the link again. Most of the time the new page will then open
right away.
A different problem is that occasionally a particular browser may block data for security reasons. This
may happen if you try to open one of the wind gauges or large numerical displays and they are mostly
empty. That should be rare, but if you ever see it, the best approach is to quit the browser and open it
again.
If you see the message in the box below, the device has detected that it doesn’t have internet access. But
you can ignore this because you do have wifi, just no internet.

Signal strength for wifi can be verified in the Settings of your device. (For Bluetooth signal strength, you
would need to use the API on iOS or Android from the exact same position.) If there are too many
obstructions or the distance is too large, you may lose the connection with wifi or Bluetooth. The html
pages may keep working, but data may not be updated. If the wind speed or direction appears to be
frozen, just restart the Air Link.

Changing WiFi Name & Password
When you receive the Air Link, the default wifi name is SailTimerWind.com and the wifi password is
sailtimer. However, we recommend that you change this. For security reasons, you don’t want someone
else using your wind data, draining your Wind Instrument battery, or changing your password. And if
there are two Wind Instruments in the same marina, there could be confusion or data conflicts if both wifi
networks have the same name.
There is a menu item in the setup menu to change your wifi name and password. The new name will have
SailTimerWind.com in front of it, and a name you provide, such as your boat name. You can set a secret
password.
The password is not stored online or with SailTimer Inc. because many boats do not have internet access.
So write it down someplace safe. If you forget it, there is no copy anywhere else that we can send you.
However, you can reset the wifi network to the factory default name and password, and then set a new
password. It is tricky to be able to reset the password if you can’t log in, so here is the method...
Remove power from the Air Link and wait 10 seconds. Then apply power, then wait at least 3 minutes
and 30 seconds. Repeat this a total of three times.
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Then on the fourth time: Remove power and wait ten seconds. Then apply power and allow Air Link to
boot normally. The WiFi host name and password will now be set to their defaults.
If you set your own wifi name and password, it won’t be erased in normal use by powering off your Air
Link. If the Air Link is on for longer than the above procedure specifies, the reset procedure is cancelled.
Otherwise, your information could be erased after several days or weeks. If you power the unit up for an
hour, then shut it off again, the counter that controls the process will not be incremented and the system
will not reset.

NMEA 0183 Wiring
If you want to connect the wireless wind data to a GPS chartplotter or other NMEA wiring, or want to
bring NMEA data in to your Air Link, the wires are color-coded:
Talker (Out): !
Listener (In):!

A(+): white ! B(-): brown
A(+): yellow! B(-): green

The procedure is pretty simple: Connect the A (+) terminal of the talker to the A (+) terminal of the
listener. And connect the B (-) terminals of the talker and listener.
There is an option in the Setup Menu to change from 4800 baud to other speeds if necessary.
Whether you access the Air Link with a web browser or not, the NMEA 0183 input and output ports are
always active.
If you are using the Air Link to get wireless data from the SailTimer Wind Instrument into your NMEA
wired network, there are two NMEA 0183 sentences that the Air Link can export with wind data: MWV
for wind angle and MWD for wind direction. Both of these require GPS information. If you have GPS
data in your onboard network, the Air Link can receive and use that. If you do not have GPS data in your
onboard network, turn on Geolocation in the Settings Menu and the Air Link can use GPS from a web
browser on a mobile device. Here are samples of the NMEA 0183 sentences that are output:
$WIMWD,000.0,T,035.0,M,000.0,N,000.0,M*5C
$WIMWV,166.4,R,006.9,N,A*29

Retransmitting NMEA 0183 Sentences on WiFi
Any NMEA 0183 sentences coming in to the Air Link from an onboard network are echoed on wifi. That
lets you connect your wired devices to the new world of mobile apps. Use port 55555 for data coming in
on wires that is going to be retransmitted on wifi. For apps including iRegatta that can receive wifi data,
you’ll need this port number to transmit from a wired anemometer on wifi, and also the Air Link’s IP
address. To get the IP address, connect a smartphone/tablet like an iPad to the Air Link on wifi. Then go
into the iPad Settings menu, choose “WiFi”, then next to the Air Link’s SSID tap the “Information” button
(a little ‘i’ in a circle). On this page the Air Link’s IP address should be shown on the “Router” line.
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The Air Link can also retransmit the NMEA 0183 sentences from the wireless SailTimer Wind Instrument
on wifi, via TCP port 55556.
Raspberry Pi users can use this wifi retransmission to get the wind data into their Raspberry Pi for custom
software. On the Raspberry Pi you can use a command like “nc airlink.local 55556” to access the wind
data.

Crowd-Sourcing Live Wind Maps
Imagine being able to check live wind conditions from home before deciding to go out on the water. Or a
marina or charter base can let customers see live wind conditions before they visit. Or in addition to your
own anemometer, see live wind data from boats up ahead, to plan your tacking route. This has never been
possible before.

Live wind maps are much better than a coarse weather forecast. Forecasts and GRIB data are typically
made hours/days in advance, based on data airports far away and computer simulations. The more users
who share data, the better the live wind maps will be.
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There is a Sharing button in the Settings Menu. Because the Air Link can have internet access, it can send
wind data to the cloud server at www.SailTimerMaps.com from either the wireless SailTimer Wind
Instrument, or a wired anemometer you have on board. If your boat does not have internet access via wifi
when you leave the dock, you can tether the device with your web browser to a mobile wifi hotspot on an
additional mobile device. (A second mobile device is required, if using a mobile hotspot.) The text data
sent on a cellular connection is small, with just some numbers for wind and GPS data being transmitted
(no maps or images are transmitted).
There are a variety of graphs and numerical displays at SailTimerMaps.com such as the screenshot below.
Clicking on a data point on the aerial photo or map displays the wind speed and direction from that boat,
and graphs over time. You can also check historical wind data for that location.
There are also displays for race officials, such as a rolling average of wind direction over times from 1 to
10 minutes. Also graphs of wind direction for mark-setting.
Your GPS track can also be displayed on the wind maps on the public map or in events such as a race or
cruising (public or private). Events can be exported, imported or shared. They can be viewed live by a
group onshore, or can be replayed later with wind speed and direction along with GPS tracks showing
tacking strategies for performance analysis.

Hints and Troubleshooting
Reloading Web Pages
When using a web browser, it is possible that your browser will show you an old “cached” copy of a
page, not the new one sent from the server. Just press Reload, if you want to make sure that you are seeing
the most recent version of a page.
Connecting to Air Link, Not Main WiFi Network
Your mobile device or computer may connect to your main wifi network automatically, making it difficult
to get the connection to the Air Link. If you need to connect to the Air Link on wifi, shut off the main
wifi. Then restart the Air Link and its wifi network will appear in your device’s Settings.
What if there is wifi in your marina, but you were out on the boat with only the Air Link wifi?
When you come back to the marina and have a second network available, it won’t be grabbed
automatically in Settings. Use the Main Menu to shut down the Air Link, then go into Settings and select
the main wifi network (the marina wifi in this case). Then restart the Air Link, and you’ll be able to access
it through the main wifi.
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Bon voyage.
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